Multivalent interactions between biotin-polyrotaxane conjugates and streptavidin as a model of new targeting for transporters.
Kinetic analysis of interactions between biotin-polyrotaxane or biotin-alpha-cyclodextrin (biotin-alpha-CD) conjugates and streptavidin was carried out as a model of new targeting to transporters using the surface plasmon resonance (SPR) technique. The biotin-polyrotaxane conjugates, in which biotin-introduced alpha-CDs are threaded onto a poly(ethylene oxide) chain capped with bulky end-groups, are expected to increase the valency of biotin from monovalent to multivalent binding. The number of biotins conjugated with one polyrotaxane molecule varied from 11 to 78, and apparently increased the association equilibrium constant (K(a)), assuming pseudo-first-order kinetics. A detailed dissociation kinetics was analyzed and the re-binding of the biotin-polyrotaxane conjugates was observed on the streptavidin-deposited SPR surface. The magnitude of the re-binding is likely to become larger with increasing the number of biotins, suggesting multivalent interaction on the SPR surface. To quantify the effect of valency, competitive inhibition assay was performed in terms of the supramolecular structure of the polyrotaxane. The inhibitory potency of the biotin-polyrotaxane conjugate was found to be 4-5 times greater than that of the biotin-alpha-CD conjugate. Therefore, the biotin-polyrotaxane conjugates by supramolecular formation of the biotin-alpha-CD conjugate significantly switches from monovalent to multivalent bindings to the model binding protein, streptavidin.